Temporally downsampled cerebral CT perfusion image restoration using deep residual learning.
Acute ischemic stroke is one of the most causes of death all over the world. Onset to treatment time is critical in stroke diagnosis and treatment. Considering the time consumption and high price of MR imaging, CT perfusion (CTP) imaging is strongly recommended for acute stroke. However, too much CT radiation during CTP imaging may increase the risk of health problems. How to reduce CT radiation dose in CT perfusion imaging has drawn our great attention. In this study, the original 30-pass CTP images are downsampled to 15 passes in time sequence, which equals to 50% radiation dose reduction. Then, a residual deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) model is proposed to restore the downsampled 15-pass CTP images to 30 passes to calculate the parameters such as cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume, mean transit time, time to peak for stroke diagnosis and treatment. The deep restoration CNN is implemented simply and effectively with 16 successive convolutional layers which form a wide enough receptive field for input image data. 18 patients' CTP images are employed as training set and the other six patients' CTP images are treated as test dataset in this study. Experiments demonstrate that our CNN can restore high-quality CTP images in terms of structural similarity index (SSIM) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The average SSIM and PSNR for test images are 0.981 and 56.25, and the SSIM and PSNR of regions of interest are 0.915 and 42.44, respectively, showing promising quantitative level. In addition, we compare the perfusion maps calculated from the restored images and from the original images, and the average perfusion results of them are extremely close. Areas of hypoperfusion of six test cases could be detected with comparable accuracy by radiologists. The trained model can restore the temporally downsampled 15-pass CTP to 30 passes very well. According to the contrast test, sufficient information cannot be restored with, e.g., simple interpolation method and deep convolutional generative adversarial network, but can be restored with the proposed CNN model. This method can be an optional way to reduce radiation dose during CTP imaging.